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Disclaimer
This talk is based on the RFT three-particle formalism [Hansen, Sharpe]  

Other approaches are FVU [Döring, Mai] and NREFT [Hammer, Pang, Rusetsky]
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Introduction
We have a (relativistic) three-particle formalism for three-particle scattering [Hansen, Sharpe] 

• Recent extensions: nonidentical pions, nondegenerate particles. [Hansen, FRL, Sharpe] + [Blanton, Sharpe]  

• Applications: three pions and kaons.  [Blanton et al, ETMC, HadSpec]

What about three-particle decay processes? 

• For instance, the CP violating decay: K → πππ

In the two-particle formalism this is the well-known Lellouch-Lüscher formalism 

• It has been applied successfully in  processes [RBC/UKQCD, see plenary by C. Kelly]K → ππ

4

Experimental result for CP violation
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Recap of the three-body formalism
Finite-volume correlator:

Step 1: three-particle quantization condition:

[FRL et al]

Step 2: three-particle scattering amplitude:

[Jackura et al]
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1->3 formalism for identical scalars 

6

Consider real scalars, “pion” and “kaon” 

ℒ(ϕ, K) = ℒ(−ϕ, K) = ℒ(ϕ, − K)
ℤ2 × ℤ2 symmetry

Include small interaction

only to leading order in  !cW

Tune the box size such that: E3ϕ(L) ≃ MK
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Formalism for identical scalars 
From the lattice, one can get the one-to-three finite-volume matrix element:

How to relate that to the physical infinite-volume decay amplitude? 

A two-step process!

7
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8

Calculate the residue of  the quantization condition at the solution with E = E3ϕ(L) ≃ MK

             is however scheme dependent! need step 2!

Use the measured matrix element to compute an intermediate quantity

“constraint 
condition”
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Parametrizing APV

Use properties to expand around threshold

9

Analytic, infinite volume function.

Lorentz invariant, and symmetric under exchange of  outgoing particles.

Need as many matrix elements as parameters!
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Step 2: integral equations
We use the finite-volume asymmetric amplitude

One needs to symmetrize and take the infinite-volume limit:

10

Similar to integral equations in three-to-three scattering! [Jackura et al, Hansen et al.]
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Isotropic case
s-wave interactions. Moreover,  and  are independent of  momenta.APV

K3π 𝒦df,3

Combine steps 1 and 2:

“Lellouch-Lüscher” 
three-particle 

factor

Similar approximation to  
[Müller, Rusetsky]
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Three-pion decays

13

Expressions for decays are formally very similar with additional flavor index:

This can be used to treat phenomenologically relevant processes:

K → πππ
CP violation

Isospin = 0,1,2

γ* → πππ
related to g-2

Isospin = 0

η → πππ
isospin-breaking 

effect

Isospin 1
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K → πππ, η → πππ .

We have derived a formalism for three-particle decays.  

Formalism for identical particles similar to [Müller, Rusetsky] 

Extension to generic three-pion systems based on previous three-pion quantization condition  

Explicit expressions to treat  

Towards multi-hadron decays, such as 

γ* → πππ,
D → 4π
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Summary and Outlook

14

K → πππ, η → πππ .

We have derived a formalism for three-particle decays.  

Formalism for identical particles similar to [Müller, Rusetsky] 

Extension to generic three-pion systems based on previous three-pion quantization condition  

Explicit expressions to treat  

Towards multi-hadron decays, such as 

γ* → πππ,
D → 4π

Thanks!


